Quantitative description of how proteins fold under experimental conditions remains a challenging problem. Experiments often use urea and guanidinium chloride to study folding whereas the natural variable in simulations is temperature. To bridge the gap, we use the molecular transfer model that combines measured denaturant-dependent transfer free energies for the peptide group and amino acid residues, and a coarse-grained C α -side chain model for polypeptide chains to simulate the folding of src SH 3 domain. Stability of the native state decreases linearly as ½C (the concentration of guanidinium chloride) increases with the slope, m, that is in excellent agreement with experiments. Remarkably, the calculated folding rate at ½C¼0 is only 16-fold larger than the measured value. Most importantly ln k obs (k obs is the sum of folding and unfolding rates) as a function of ½C has the characteristic V (chevron) shape. In every folding trajectory, the times for reaching the native state, interactions stabilizing all the substructures, and global collapse coincide. The value of m f m (m f is the slope of the folding arm of the chevron plot) is identical to the fraction of buried solvent accessible surface area in the structures of the transition state ensemble. In the dominant transition state, which does not vary significantly at low ½C, the core of the protein and certain loops are structured. Besides solving the long-standing problem of computing the chevron plot, our work lays the foundation for incorporating denaturant effects in a physically transparent manner either in all-atom or coarse-grained simulations.
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kinetic cooperativity | self-organized polymer model | pathway diversity | protein denaturation U nderstanding how proteins fold in quantitative molecular detail can provide insights into protein aggregation and dynamics of formation of multisubunit complexes. As a result there have been intense efforts in deciphering the folding mechanisms of proteins using a variety of experiments (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) , theories (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) , and simulations (14) (15) (16) . Despite these advances, a number of issues such as the denaturant-dependent characteristics of the unfolded states and the link between protein collapse and folding remain unclear (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Single molecule experiments have provided clear evidence for folding pathway diversity, and have shown that polypeptide chains undergo almost continuous collapse as the denaturant concentration (½C) is decreased (1, (19) (20) (21) . These and other experiments (5, 22) raise the need for computational models whose predictions can be directly compared to experiments, which often use denaturants [guanidinium chloride (GdmCl) and urea] to initiate folding and unfolding.
Global thermodynamic and kinetic behavior of small proteins often exhibit two-state behavior (23) , which implies that at all values of ½C only the population of native (N) and the unfolded (U) states are detectable. Experimentally two-state behavior is characterized by (i) the free energy of stability, ΔG NU ð½CÞ ð¼ G N ð½CÞ − G U ð½CÞÞ, of N with respect to U, varies linearly with ½C, and (ii) the logarithm of the relaxation rate k obs , which is the sum of folding and unfolding rates, is V -shaped ("chevron plot") when plotted as a function of ½C. For two-state systems chevron plots show a linear decrease in ln k obs as ½C increases (folding arm) followed by an increase (unfolding arm) at high ½C. In previous computational studies, chevron plots were generated by mapping temperature or certain interaction parameters in the force-field to ½C (16) . Although these studies have provided insights into the role of nonnative interactions they fall short of directly probing folding of proteins in the presence of denaturants. Here, we solve the long-standing problem of how to calculate chevron plots, and in the process describe the entire folding reaction of a small protein in near quantitative detail.
Molecular simulations of coarse-grained off-lattice models (14, 24, 25) , are ideally suited to make (semi)quantitative predictions of the folding reaction. A combination of statistical mechanical approach and simulations using simple off-lattice models has provided insights into protein folding mechanisms. In particular, these approaches have shown how linear free energy relations for the seemingly complex folding reactions emerge naturally (26) . More importantly, the theoretical ideas rationalize the robustness of folding in terms of topology alone as illustrated in the simulations of structure-based models of small globular proteins (27) . Of particular relevance to the present study is the demonstration that solvation forces determine the origin of barriers in SH3 domains, which helped rationalize the effect of specific mutations on the folding rates (28) . Here, we extend the molecular transfer model (MTM) (29) (30) (31) to map in quantitative detail the thermodynamics and to a lesser extent kinetics of folding of src SH 3 domain as a function of GdmCl and urea. We show that ΔG NU ð½CÞ decreases linearly as ½C, with the slopes (m) being in quantitative agreement with experiments. Simulations of the ½C-dependent ln k obs has the characteristic chevron shape, and the values of the slopes of the folding (m f ) and unfolding (m u ) arms are in excellent agreement with experiments. There is a single dominant transition state whose structure shows that the core β-sheets are well packed and the stiff distal loop is ordered. Contacts involving the hydrophobic core and the other secondary structural elements, overall collapse, and formation of the entire native structure form nearly simultaneously at zero and low ½C. Our work solves the long-standing problem of describing the entire denaturant-dependent folding of a protein, including the creation of the chevron plot, albeit at a coarse-grained level.
Results
Structure of src SH 3 . To establish the utility of MTM we computed several experimentally measurable thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the 56-residue src SH 3 domain (Fig. 1A ) (29) (see Methods for details). The core of SH 3 domains, whose folding has been extensively investigated using experiments (32) (33) (34) (35) and si-mulations (28, (36) (37) (38) , consists of two well-packed three stranded β-sheets that are connected by RT, n-src, and short distal loops (Fig. 1A) . (39) , f NBA ð½CÞ, on ½C using Eq. S18. The agreement between measured and simulated results for f NBA ð½CÞ versus ½C is excellent (Fig. 1B) . The midpoint concentration, C m , obtained using f NBA ð½C m Þ ¼ 0.5 is ½C ¼ 2.5 M, also agrees with the measured experimental value of 2.6 M (34).
The native state stability with respect to U, ΔG NU ð½CÞ ðG N ð½CÞ − G U ð½CÞÞ, can be calculated using a two-state fit to f NBA ð½CÞ leading to ΔG NU ð½CÞ ¼ −k B T s lnð f NBA ð½CÞ 1−f NBA ð½CÞ Þ. The linear fit (Fig. 1C) , ΔG NU ð½CÞ ¼ ΔG NU ð½0Þ þ m½C, yields ΔG NU ð½0Þ ¼ −3.4 kcal∕mol and m ¼ 1.34 kcal∕mol·M. We also computed ΔG NU ð½CÞ using free energy profiles as a function of χ (Eq. S16), and obtained m ¼ 1.47 kcal∕mol·M. The experimentally inferred m value using circular dichroism is 1.5 kcal∕mol·M whereas m ¼ 1.6 kcal∕mol·M using fluorescence measurements. The values from our simulation for m ð1.34-1.47Þ kcal∕mol·M are in excellent agreement with experimental estimates, which further shows that MTM can predict the global thermodynamic properties accurately.
Although the calculated value of ΔG NU ð½0Þ is in good agreement with the experimental result, it is not as accurate as m-value because of the known difficulties in obtaining accurate results at low GdmCl concentrations (40) . To ensure that MTM can predict ΔG NU ð½0Þ accurately we calculated f NBA ð½CÞ for urea (green squares in Fig. 1B ) from which we obtained ΔG NU ð½CÞ (Fig. 1C) . The linear fit yields ΔG NU ð½0Þ ¼ −4.2 kcal∕mol, which is in excellent agreement with measurements. The m value for urea is 0.92 kcal∕mol·M (less than m for GdmCl), which is consistent with the observation that folding is less cooperative in urea than in GdmCl (Fig. 1B) . The results also confirm that GdmCl is more efficient (C m ¼ 2.5 M) in unfolding proteins than urea (C m ¼ 4.7 M). Our predictions for equilibrium folding in urea can be experimentally tested.
1∕2 , where r ij is the distance between all interaction centers of the protein and N (¼112 for src SH 3 ) is the total number of beads, on ½C shows compaction of the denatured state ensemble (DSE) structures of SH 3 domain below C m ( Fig. 2A) . By following the population of conformations in the unfolded basin of attraction (UBA) and native basin of attraction (NBA) separately, (see Fig. S1 for description of UBA and NBA using χ as the order parameter) we find that R g of the NBA (R N g ) is nearly indepen- dent of ½C (Fig. 2A) . In contrast, the size of the structures in the UBA decrease continuously (41) and is about 17% more compact under folding condition than at high ½Cð> C m Þ (Fig. 2A) . The variations in the size of the UBA, hR UBA g ð½CÞi, as ½C is decreased, is reflected in the ½C-dependent changes in hR g i (black circles in Fig. 2A) . If the collapse of the DSE is neglected then hR
04 Å, the value at ½C ¼ 8.0 M (Fig. 2A) . The distribution PðR g Þ of R g shows that as ½C increases src SH 3 samples extended conformations with R g exceeding 30 Å (Fig. 2B) . Comparison of PðR g Þ of the DSE below C m ( Fig. 2A , Inset) and above C m (the DSE region at high [C] in Fig. 2B, Inset) shows that compact conformations (R g < 15 Å) in DSE are sampled only under folding conditions. Compaction of DSE below C m implies that the dynamics of unfolded states must be different under folding conditions relative to high ½C as shown recently for protein L (42).
Folding Kinetics and the Chevron Plot. We calculated the ½C-dependent folding (unfolding) rates from folding (unfolding) trajectories, which were generated from Brownian dynamics using the effective energy function, H P ðfr i g;½CÞ (Eq. 3 and SI Text for details). From sixty (fifty for ½C ¼ 0) folding trajectories the fraction of unfolded molecules at time t, is computed using P u ðtÞ ¼ 1 − ∫ t 0 P fp ðsÞds, where P fp ðsÞ is the distribution of first passage times. For some of the ½C values, we fit P u ðtÞ ≈ e −tk f ½C under folding conditions (½C < C m ) from which k f ð½CÞ can be extracted. Similarly, a single exponential fit for some values of ½C > C m yields k u ð½CÞ. At high (low) ½C, we can approximate k obs ¼ k f ð½CÞ þ k u ð½CÞ as k u ð½CÞ (k f ð½CÞ). For ½C ¼ 2.5 M and 3.0 M (≈C m ) the folding and unfolding rates are comparable, k u ð½CÞ ≈ k f ð½CÞ. At these concentrations we performed both folding and unfolding simulations and by fitting the results for P u ðtÞ using exponential function we extracted k u ð½CÞ and k f ð½CÞ (see SI Text for details). We obtained k u ð½0Þ by globally fitting the relaxation rate, k obs ¼ k f ð½CÞ þ k u ð½CÞ, using ln k obs ¼ ln½k f ð½0Þe −m f ½C∕RT þ k u ð½0Þe m u ½C∕RT , where m f (m u ) is the slope of the folding (unfolding) arm with ln k f ¼ ln k f ð0Þ − m f ½C∕RT and ln k u ¼ ln k u ð0Þ þ m u ½C∕RT.
The dependence of P u ðtÞ at ½C ¼ 0.0 M, 1.0 M, and 5.0 M as a function of t is given in Fig. 3A . For ½C ¼ 5.0 M, P u ðtÞ represents the fraction of conformations in the NBA. Clearly, k f ð½CÞ decreases as ½C increases, and k u ð½CÞ increases as ½C increases. Most importantly, plot of ln k obs as a function of ½C over the concentration range (0 M ≤ ½C ≤ 6.5 M) of GdmCl shows a classic chevron shape (Fig. 3B) . For ½C ¼ 0 ∼ 2.0 M, k u ≪ k f , so that k obs ≈ k f and similarly for ½C above 3.5 M, k obs ≈ k u . In the transition region, k f ≈ k u , which requires generation of a large number of trajectories, k obs ð½CÞ converges slowly resulting in larger errors. Comparison of the simulation and experimental results (filled black circles in Fig. 3B ) allows us to draw two major conclusions. (i) The slopes (from the folding and unfolding arms) of the simulated chevron plot are surprisingly similar to the experimental values. (ii) Within error bars in simulations and experiments, we do not find any deviation from linearity in the chevron plot. Taken together, our simulation results for k obs ½C semiquantitatively capture all of the experimental features, which is remarkable given the simplicity of the MTM. (Fig. 1C) . The midpoint C m at which k f ≈ k u is C m ≈ 2.2 M (Fig. 3B) , which nearly coincides with C m ¼ 2.5 M calculated using f NBA ½C m ¼ 0.5 (Fig. 1B) . Thus, both thermodynamic and kinetic results obtained using MTM simulations are in harmony, and justifies the two-state description for src SH 3 folding.
Comparison of simulation and experiments shows that although MTM simulations reproduce the chevron shape well, the dependence of ln k obs on ½C does not quantitatively agree with experiments. In particular, k f ð½0Þ from simulations is 925.9 s −1 whereas the extrapolated value to ½C ¼ 0 from experiment is 56.7 s −1 . Thus, the folding rate from MTM simulations is about 16 times faster that the experimental rate. Deviations from experiments increase to about 40 at C ∼ C m . The differences between k u ð½CÞ obtained using simulations and experiments are larger. For example, k u ð½C ¼ 5.0 MÞ differs by a factor of approximately 150 from experiments (Fig. 3B) . The unfolding rate k u ð½0Þ (the value in water) from our simulations is k u ð½0Þ≈ 7.60 s −1 , whereas the extrapolated rate from experiment is 0.1 s −1 . The larger discrepancy in k u ð½0Þ between simulations and experiments is due to the substantial error in the simulations, which occurs because relatively small number of unfolding events are observed at low ½C. The agreement with experiments could be improved further by taking into account the changes in the denaturant-dependent changes in viscosity. Nevertheless, from the calculated k f ð½0Þ and k u ð½0Þ values, we infer that ΔG NU ð½0Þ≈ −k B T s ln k f ð½0Þ k u ð½0Þ ¼ −3.2 kcal∕mol, which compares favorably with estimates from thermodynamic simulations. The coincidence of m value calculated from the linear dependence of ΔG NU ð½CÞ with m f þ m u obtained from chevron plot, and the similarity between ΔG NU ð½0Þ and the estimate using k f ð½0Þ and k u ð½0Þ allows us to conclude that a two-state model is accurate for folding of src SH 3 . Although such a conclusion has been reached using experiments it is gratifying that we can capture the global aspects of folding thermodynamics and kinetics using simulations based on MTM.
Collapse Kinetics, Folding, and Unfolding Pathways. The kinetics of collapse of src SH 3 domain at ½C ¼ 0 and ½C ¼ 1.0 M shows (Fig. 4A ) that hR g ðtÞi decays with a single rate constant, k c ð½CÞ, the rate of collapse. The values of k c ð½CÞ from the data in Fig. 4A are similar to k f ð½CÞ, which shows compaction and folding occur nearly simultaneously. The inset shows PðR g ; tÞ at t ¼ 0, t ≈ τ c ≈ ðk c ð½C ¼ 1.0 MÞÞ −1 ≈ 4.2 ms, and t ¼ 34 ms (the first passage time for the slowest trajectory), respectively. Even after collapse (t ≈ τ c ) the protein samples, with small probability (middle inset), conformations with R g > 12 Å (R N g ¼ 11.5 Å). Thus, the ensemble of kinetically collapsed conformations is a mixture of folded and specific (native-like) and nonspecific compact structures (43) . Although at an ensemble level k c ð½CÞ ≈ k f ð½CÞ, examination of the dynamics of acquisition of structure (χðtÞ as a function of t in Fig. S2) shows heterogeneity, which is masked in the ensemble averages. The link between compaction and acquisition of secondary structure, measured in terms of fraction (f ss ) of secondary structure element, shows that these two processes also occur simultaneously (Fig. 4B ) in src SH 3 . Due to the cooperative nature of folding there is very little dependence of these processes on ½C.
Kinetic cooperativity is most vividly illustrated in Fig. 4C for ½C ¼ 1.0 M and Fig. 4D for ½C ¼ 6.0 M. In Fig. 4c , we plot the first passage times for reaching the native state at ½C ¼ 1.0 M and for establishment of interactions involving various structural elements for the sixty folding trajectories. All the first passage times coincide (all measures of structure content form at the same time), which shows that in the final stages (after crossing the free energy barrier) the entire structure is consolidated simultaneously. Similarly, unfolding at ½C ¼ 6.0 M as measured by loss of structures of the whole protein or various fragments (β 12 , β 23 , β 34 , and β 45 ) also occur simultaneously (Fig. 4D) . The black symbols in Fig. 4 C and D shows the correlation between the first passage times for establishing interactions between β1 − β2 and β2 − β3. The quantitative picture that emerges is that unfolding and folding in src SH 3 occurs in a single step in a highly cooperative manner although there is pathway diversity in the dynamics of individual folding trajectories (Fig. S2) .
Structures of the Transition State Ensemble (TSE).
We first determined PðδÞ, the probability of forming native contacts as a function of the progress variable δ ¼ t∕τ 1i , where τ 1i is the first passage time for the ith trajectory. The values of δ TS where dP∕dδ starts to increase rapidly is identified with the transition state (TS) region, and the conformations in this neighborhood are grouped to obtain the TSE (44) . We determined the structures of the TSE using a procedure that is similar to the progress variable clustering method (45, 46) , which uses a neural network algorithm to classify TSE structures without using surrogate reaction coordinates.
The global characteristics of the TSE is experimentally described using the Tanford β f ¼ m f ∕m (or β u ¼ 1 − β f ). From the experimental chevron plot β E f ¼ 0.69 whereas our simulations give β S f ¼ 0.61. It is generally assumed that β f is related to the buried solvent accessible surface area (SASA) at the TS. For the TSE obtained in our simulations, we calculated the ½C-dependent distribution PðΔ R Þ (see Fig. 5A for ½C ¼ 1.0 M), where close correspondence between β S f (or β E f ) and hΔ R i affirms the standard interpretation of the Tanford parameter. The small fluctuation,
shows that the TSE in src SH 3 is conformationally restricted.
From the lower half of Fig. 5B , which shows the contact map obtained from the TSE structures, it is clear that relative to the native state (top half) there are variations in the extent to which the structure is ordered in the transition region. The core of the protein involving interactions in strands β 1 , β 2 and to a lesser extent β 3 form with substantial probability in the TSE. The distal loop is structured in the TS as are residues involving the diverging turn. It is likely that the necessity to form the distal loop due to its intrinsic stiffness forces the core of the protein to be ordered in the TSE (37, 47) . Residues from the n-src loop that are part of the hydrophobic core form with great probability in the TSE. However, the RT-loop, with large conformational fluctuations in the transition state, is disordered in the TSE (structures on the left in Fig. 5C ).
We classified the TSE structures according to the similarity to the native state for ½C ¼ 1.0 M (Fig. 5C ). In the dominant transition state (found in approximately 72% of the folding trajectories) the core of the structures comprised of β 1 , β 2 , and β 3 is packed orthogonally as in the native state (structures in Fig. 5C , Left). The subdominant member of the TSE (approximately 12%) also has a well-formed central β-sheet but are otherwise not well structured (conformation of Fig. 5C , Right). The calculated average structure of the dominant TSE conformations is similar to that inferred from experimental ϕ-value analysis. The common features of the TSE is that the central β 1 , β 2 , β 3 strands are well structured as are residues in the distal loop. The present and previous simulations using entirely different models and methods of determining the TSE structures, are also in very good agreement (36, 38) . Both the structures, which are consistent with experiments, show that contacts involving β 1 − β 2 sheet and the RT loop forms with low probability. Although simulations predict a single dominant transition state structure, diversity (assessed by probability distribution of contact formation or PðΔ R Þ) in the TSE structures, which is hard to glean from experiments, points to the inherent plasticity of the TSE, even in SH 3 domains in which there is predominantly a single transition state. Fig. 2A shows that hR T g i does not agree with hR g i. Because the changes in hR UBA g ð½CÞi in small single domain proteins are not large (20-30%), which predominantly occur below C m where the population of molecules in the UBA is small, it is in general difficult to detect them using standard small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) methods. However, a recent study using SAXS has reported continuous reduction in hR UBA g ð½CÞi as ½C is lowered in dihydrofolate reductase (50), a protein with approximately 150 amino acid residues. Single molecule experiments also show unambiguous features of collapse for protein L and cold shock protein.
Discussion
In the folding of src SH 3 protein, collapse process and acquisition of native structure occur nearly simultaneously (Fig. 4) . On the time scale of collapse we find that only about 50% of the secondary structures are fully formed (Fig. 4B) , which implies that there is a dynamic coexistence between folded and unfolded states. In contrast, in the folding of Cytochrome c, monitored by SAXS and CD, it has been shown that collapse is preceded by acquisition of secondary structure (51, 52) . We suggest that with decreased cooperativity there could be a separation in the time scale between these two distinct processes (53) .
Folding Kinetics. The most important achievement of our study is the simulation of the chevron plot. The difference between the calculated and measured k obs could arise from neglect of nonnative interactions and possibly from not using explicit models for water and GdmCl. Although one can appeal to extensive studies using lattice and offlattice models (44) , which show that to a large extent the folding mechanisms for foldable sequences are not greatly altered by including nonnative interactions, their role has to be quantitatively assessed. Nonnative interactions are likely not relevant either at very high or very low ½C values but do play an important role in affecting the thermodynamics in the transition region (Fig. 1B) . Despite these reservations the remarkable agreement between simulations and experiments shows that the theory outlined here can yield fundamental insights into protein folding using higher resolution models.
Concluding Remarks
We have produced the most comprehensive picture of denaturant-dependent folding of src SH 3 domain using simulations that include denaturant effects in conjunction with self-organized polymer-side chain (SOP-SC) model for the polypeptide chain. Results for folding thermodynamics are in quantitative agreement with experiments. Somewhat surprisingly it is found that not only do the calculations reproduce the chevron plot but the predicted values of the ½C-dependent folding rates are in reasonable agreement with measurements. The nearly ½C-independent structure of the dominant transition state structure is broadly consistent with the structural interpretation based on Φ-value analysis and simulations (at ½C ¼ 0) carried out using entirely different model and methods. Our work shows that the Tanford β-parameter measures the fraction of buried SASA in the TSE. The theory underlying the MTM is general and can be adopted in conjunction with all-atom representation of proteins, thus making it feasible to study denaturant and osmolyte effects using simulations.
Methods SOP-Sidechain Model. Simulations were carried out using the SOP model (54) each residue is represented by two interaction centers, one that is located at the C α position and the other is at the center of mass of the side chain. Native state is stabilized by backbone-backbone, side chain-side chain, and backbone-side chain interactions. For the side chain-side chain interactions we use the Betancourt-Thirumalai statistical potential (55) . The effective energy, obtained by integrating over solvent (water) degrees of freedom, which describes the intrapeptide interactions of the polypeptide chain with coordinates fr i g, is
Detailed descriptions of the terms in Eq. 1 and the parameters of the forcefield are in Tables S1 and S2 . We use low friction Langevin simulations to obtain thermodynamic properties (56) . Folding trajectories are generated using a Brownian dynamics algorithm (57) using a friction coefficient that corresponds to water viscosity (see SI Text for details).
Molecular Transfer Model. The free energy of transferring a protein conformation described by fr i g from water (½C ¼ 0) to aqueous denaturant solution (½C ≠ 0) is approximated (58, 59) as ΔGðfr i g;½CÞ ¼ ∑ k δgðk;½CÞα k ðfr i gÞ∕α Gly-k-Gly ; [2] where the sum is over backbone and side chain, δgðk;½CÞ ¼ m k ½C þ b k (see Table S3 for m k and b k values, and Table S4 for α Gly-k-Gly values) is the transfer free energy of group k (60, 61), α k ðfr i gÞ is the SASA of k, and α Gly-k-Gly is the
